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Figure 1: Ace Racing NexGen Clutch
STEP 1: Inspection

Ace recommends the following inspections be performed before installing your Ace Racing Clutch:
 
1.  Inspect the crankshaft flange for burrs and dings; remove them with a file or emery cloth if  

necessary.
2.  Inspect the input shaft of your transmission for signs of bending or twisting.  Make sure that the 

clutch discs slide the full length of the input shaft splines without binding.  Do NOT use any type  
of lubricant on the splines of the input shaft.

3.  Inspect the bell housing for proper alignment.  This is crucial to the proper operation of your  
Ace clutch.  Misalignment is usually found on aftermarket steel bellhousings, and most  
manufacturers provide alignment instructions with the bellhousing.  

Warning: If the bell housing is not square to the engine block, or if the transmission pilot hole is not  
concentric with the crankshaft, improper release and accelerated wear WILL occur.

STEP 2:  Clutch Installation
 
1. Replace the the pilot bearing.
2. Install the flywheel on the crankshaft. The crank pilot fit should be an easy slip or slightly snug.
3.  Install flywheel fasteners, after making sure all threads are clean and free of oil and debris. 

Use red or green Loctite and torque to proper specs (for 7/16”-20 bolts, 75 to 80 ft lbs) using 
the sequence shown in figure 2. Flywheel and housing runouts should be checked according to 
figure 11. If any of these measurements are higher than the acceptable values, your housing is 
out of square and should be shimmed or remachined.
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Figure 2:  
Crank Bolt Torque Pattern

4.  Install the 12 cover studs into the cover mount holes. The threads should 
be just started by hand, not yet fully tightened.

 
5.  Slip the cover stands and shims over the studs, as in figure 3. Each  

cover stand should have 1 .050”, 1 .030” and 3 .010” shims.

Figure 3: Stud, Stand and Shim Installation
6.  Add the disc and alignment tool. The disc’s hub orientation does not matter. The alignment tool 

should go through the disc and slip into the pilot bearing.

Figure 4: Disc and Alignment Tool
7. Install the cover assembly:.
 a. Slide the cover assembly onto the studs and up against the disc.
 b. Install the 12 sleeve washers. This is easiest to do if the studs have not yet been tightened.
 c. Tighten the studs with an Allen key.
 d. Install the cover nuts. Torque them to 35 ft-lbs in the order shown in figure 6.
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Figure 5: Cover Assembly Installation
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Figure 6: Cover Fastener Torque Pattern
 8. Remove the disc alignment tool.



STEP 3: Transmission

1.  Measure the clutch’s finger height with the included release bearing setup tool:
 a.  Assemble the release bearing setup tool included in the kit. Bearing adjustment locator is  

to be determined by the type of bearing used. See figure 7.
 b.  Place the tool with arch opening over the installed clutch assembly resting the feet firmly 

against the block or the block plate where the bell housing mates against the engine, as  
in figure 8. If the straight edge bar causes interference, it can be removed for additional 
clearance.

 c.  Slide the locator towards clutch levers where the release bearing will ride. Tighten the thumb 
screw.

 d. The setup tool is now set. Reinstall the straight edge bar if removed in step b.
 e. Place the straight edge bar of the tool flat across the bell housing mating surface.

Figure 8: Measuring Lever Height
2. If you have an adjustable bearing (figure 9): 
 a.  The flat edge of the locator is where the release bearing needs to be set. This measurement 

needs to be taken with the bearing fully compressed towards the transmission.
 b.  Adjust release bearing to the correct height and verify setting with the bearing setup tool. 

Touching to less than an 1/16” away from bearing surface.
 c.  NOTE: If input bearing retainer is visible in notch, use tool as a guide, mark, and cut off excess.

3. If you have a non-adjustable bearing (figure 10): 
 a.  The flat edge of the locator is where the release bearing needs to be set. This measurement 

needs to be taken with the bearing in the extended position.
 b.  Remove and re-install release bearing using supplied studs/shims adjusting to the correct 

height and verify setting with the bearing setup tool. Touching (0) to less than an 1/16” away 
from bearing surface.

 c.  NOTE: We recommend that the stock plastic hydraulic line be upgraded to a steel braided 
line to reduce line swelling due to heat and enhanced clutch performance.
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Figure 9: Adjustable Bearing Style
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Figure 10: Non-Adjustable Bearing Style

4.  Re-install the transmission, taking caution not to hang transmission on the clutch disc or force 
the input shaft splines into the clutch disc. It is recommended that the transmission be put in 
gear before installation. This will aid in the spline alignment by being able to turn the input  
shaft with the output shaft, or by slightly rocking the transmission back and forth. Torque the 
transmission mounting bolts per shop manual.

 
5.    When using a hydraulic release bearing, fully bleed the hydraulic system per shop manual.

With any release system, this clutch is designed to have a lever stroke of 1/2” for full release, so having 
proper adjustment is critical. Verify that the clutch engages and disengages properly BEFORE starting the 
vehicle. To check for proper engagement and release bearing travel, put in higher gear, press clutch pedal 
and rotate output shaft using drive shaft if necessary. Slowly release pedal until unable to turn. This ensures 
enough travel for full release and avoids damaging parts beyond use before starting. The addition of a clutch 
pedal stop may be necessary to achieve proper stroke.
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NOTE: Pilot Bearing must be replaced.  
Make sure all gauge contact surfaces are clean and dry

Figure 11: CHECK THE FOLLOWING USING 
A DIAL INDICATOR

Flywheel Face Runout
Secure dial indicator base to flywheel 
housing face. Put gauge finger in 
contact with flywheel face near the 
outer edge. Rotate flywheel one  
revolution. Maximum runout is  
.008” (.20mm).

Pilot Bearing Bore Runout
Secure dial indicator base to flywheel 
housing face. Position gauge finger 
so that it contacts pilot bearing bore. 
Rotate flywheel one revolution. 
Maximum runout is .005” (.13mm).

Flywheel Housing I.D. Runout
Secure dial indicator base to 
crankshaft. Put gauge finger against 
flywheel housing pilot I.D. Rotate 
flywheel one revolution. Maximum 
runout is .008” (.20mm).

Flywheel Housing Race Runout
Secure dial indicator base to flywheel 
near the outer edge. Put gauge finger 
in contact with face of flywheel housing. 
Rotate flywheel one revolution. 
Maximum runout is .008” (.20mm).
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Maintenance

The clutch may be adjusted to counteract disc wear either by removing shims from beneath the cover or by 
adjusting the spring washers and lever yokes. To determine disc wear when the clutch is installed, measure 
from the top of the cover hole to the top of the pressure ring, as shown in figure 12. The measurement from 
the factory should be 1.655”. Subtract from this the number you measure to calculate disc wear. Spring  
information is as follows:

 a. Base pressure with ring height at 1.655” = 1050 lb
 b. Spring free length = 1.750” 
 c. Solid height = .738”
 d. Rate = 220 lb/in
 e. 1 turn per spring = 165 lb total plateload increase  
 f. Max number of turns = 9

Method 1: Removing cover shims:

1.  Unbolt the cover, and remove shims from the stands equal to the disc wear. For example: the 
cover to pressure ring measurement is 1.605”.  Subtract this value from 1.655”. This indicates 
that there is .050” disc wear.  Remove one .050” shim from each stand.

2.  This will return the base plateload to its factory setting, but the finger height will be lower. If 
enough shims have been removed, this may cause the clutch to get insufficient release. If this  
is the case, move your release bearing forward by shimming an equal amount to compensate. 

Method 2: Adjusting springs and yokes:

1.  This method may all be performed while the clutch is bolted to the flywheel.
2.  To compensate for the plateload loss, tighten the spring washers by turning each screw counter-

clockwise. Detailed instructions and a calculator tool are available on the Ace Racing website.
3.  To compensate for increased finger height, the lever yokes may be adjusted. One at a time, 

loosen the jams nuts on top of the cover and turn the yoke stud counterclockwise with an Allen 
key to lower the fingers. As before, a calculator is available on the Ace Racing website.

Figure 12: Disc Wear Measurement
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Centrifugal Assist

To increase plateload at higher RPM, weights can be installed on the levers. The chart below shows 
additional plateload per lever (beyond the base 1,050 lb) with respect to weight added per lever (in grams, 
shown in the top row) and the engine RPM (in the left column). Note that the maximum rating of this clutch 
assembly is 9,500 RPM. A calculator for this data can also be found on the Ace Racing website.

0 g 2.8 g 4.3 g 6.0 g 8.1 g 11.5 g 13.5 g 17.2 g
2000 RPM 0 lb 2 lb 5 lb 6 lb 10 lb 15 lb 22 lb 24 lb
2250 RPM 5 lb 4 lb 10 lb 14 lb 17 lb 23 lb 32 lb 34 lb

2500 RPM 10 lb 10 lb 16 lb 22 lb 25 lb 31 lb 42 lb 46 lb
2750 RPM 17 lb 17 lb 24 lb 32 lb 34 lb 41 lb 54 lb 60 lb
3000 RPM 26 lb 26 lb 34 lb 43 lb 45 lb 54 lb 68 lb 77 lb
3250 RPM 35 lb 37 lb 46 lb 55 lb 59 lb 68 lb 85 lb 97 lb
3500 RPM 46 lb 50 lb 59 lb 70 lb 74 lb 85 lb 104 lb 120 lb
3750 RPM 58 lb 64 lb 74 lb 86 lb 92 lb 105 lb 126 lb 146 lb
4000 RPM 71 lb 80 lb 91 lb 104 lb 112 lb 127 lb 151 lb 175 lb
4250 RPM 86 lb 97 lb 110 lb 125 lb 135 lb 152 lb 178 lb 207 lb
4500 RPM 103 lb 117 lb 131 lb 148 lb 159 lb 180 lb 209 lb 241 lb
4750 RPM 122 lb 138 lb 154 lb 174 lb 187 lb 210 lb 241 lb 276 lb
5000 RPM 143 lb 161 lb 179 lb 202 lb 216 lb 243 lb 276 lb 313 lb
5250 RPM 166 lb 187 lb 207 lb 232 lb 247 lb 277 lb 312 lb 351 lb
5500 RPM 191 lb 215 lb 237 lb 264 lb 280 lb 313 lb 349 lb 389 lb
5750 RPM 218 lb 245 lb 269 lb 298 lb 315 lb 350 lb 387 lb 426 lb
6000 RPM 248 lb 277 lb 304 lb 335 lb 351 lb 387 lb 425 lb 464 lb
6250 RPM 280 lb 312 lb 340 lb 372 lb 389 lb 426 lb 464 lb 500 lb
6500 RPM 315 lb 349 lb 379 lb 411 lb 428 lb 464 lb 501 lb 535 lb
6750 RPM 351 lb 388 lb 419 lb 451 lb 467 lb 503 lb 539 lb 569 lb
7000 RPM 390 lb 429 lb 460 lb 492 lb 507 lb 541 lb 575 lb 602 lb
7250 RPM 430 lb 471 lb 502 lb 533 lb 546 lb 578 lb 610 lb 634 lb
7500 RPM 471 lb 514 lb 545 lb 574 lb 586 lb 615 lb 645 lb 665 lb
7750 RPM 513 lb 557 lb 588 lb 615 lb 625 lb 650 lb 678 lb 696 lb
8000 RPM 555 lb 600 lb 629 lb 654 lb 663 lb 685 lb 711 lb 728 lb
8250 RPM 595 lb 641 lb 669 lb 692 lb 700 lb 720 lb 744 lb 762 lb
8500 RPM 634 lb 679 lb 706 lb 727 lb 735 lb 753 lb 778 lb 799 lb
8750 RPM 671 lb 713 lb 739 lb 760 lb 767 lb 787 lb 813 lb 841 lb
9000 RPM 703 lb 742 lb 767 lb 789 lb 798 lb 820 lb 851 lb 890 lb
9250 RPM 729 lb 763 lb 789 lb 815 lb 825 lb 855 lb 892 lb 948 lb
9500 RPM 749 lb 775 lb 803 lb 835 lb 849 lb 890 lb 939 lb 1019 lb



Lever Removal

As an additional way to tune your clutch, levers may be removed to reduce centrifugal plateload. Though 
your clutch was sold in a 6-lever configuration, it may be operated with only 3 or 4 levers installed. For each 
lever you remove, remove all the associated components highlighted in figure 13. The remaining levers must 
be installed in one of the three arrangements shown in figure 14 for the clutch to operate safely.

Figure 13: Lever Removal

Figure 14: Acceptable Lever Configurations
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3-lever configuration 4-lever configuration 6-lever configuration



Spring Removal

Springs may also be removed from your clutch to reduce base plateload. To do this, remove the cover by 
loosening the yokes as in figure 13. Besides removing the spring and spring washer, also be sure to remove 
the spring cup and fasteners from the cover; see figure 15. Springs and spring cups must be removed  
symmetrically in sets of two or three so that the assembly remains balanced; see figure 16 below.

Figure 16:  
Balanced 2-Spring and 3-Spring Sets

Figure 15: Spring Cup Removal
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Contact us toll-free at: 1-800-325-6138
Email: aceracing-customerservice@ace-mfg.com

https://aceracingclutches.com

A Division of Ace Manufacturing and Parts Co.
300 Ramsey Street, Sullivan MO 63080


